March 11-15: Private Yacht's Thermal Imaging To Heat Up Dubai International Boat Show
For Immediate Release
BRIGHTON, Mich./EWORLDWIRE/Jan. 9, 2008 --- When luxury yacht surveying and consulting company
Private Yacht Services LLC presents its exclusive new thermal imaging service at the Dubai International Boat
Show, boating enthusiasts will see first-hand the potential of the technology: enhanced marine safety and the
ability to thwart costly catastrophic offshore failures by detecting developing faults with critical systems. A
thermal sweep of a vessel offers a proactive approach to detecting serious developing faults such as loose
electrical connectors, faulty electrical systems, and failing engine components - all performed using a selfcontained, handheld thermal imaging camera. As part of an early detection system, Private Yacht Services
performs the scans with surgical accuracy and analyzes thermal images to rapidly identify component and
system faults that cannot be seen with the naked eye.
Advanced thermal imaging technology is a perfect match for luxury yachting where high value engines,
exhausts, drives, and other critical marine equipment can be monitored and analyzed to within 0.12 degrees
centigrade.
"In the Great Lakes, the number one reason for Coast Guard rescue calls is mechanical breakdown," said Mike
Obrebski, president, Private Yacht Services LLC. "Thermographic inspection of a yacht's critical systems and
high value engines can uncover problems before they happen - it's another tool that can help detect situations
which could adversely affect the voyage, safety and security of the crew. Our thermal inspections use the latest
infrared technology, are non-invasive, can be performed at any location, and offer a measure of protection for
your yachting investment."
The JPEG radiometric thermal images and results of the inspection are downloaded to a PC for storage and
further technical analysis.
"A logical safety step and cost-saving activity, thermal imaging makes it possible to pinpoint problems in
systems that have not yet made themselves apparent," said Obrebski. "Private Yacht Services' thermal
imaging is an advanced early warning system that offers enhanced safety at sea and allows for proactive rather
than expensive, reactive repair decisions. This mobile technology makes it possible to review a real-time image
and document the thermal status of a vessel's critical components - at the dock or at sea, anywhere in the
world."
More information about the show including dates and times is available at 'http://www.boatshowdubai.com'.
Private Yacht Services LLC is a United States-based company that offers independent yacht surveying and
consulting. The thermal imaging service is provided worldwide on vessels ranging from sport fishing boats to
luxury mega yachts. For additional information, visit 'http://www.privateyachtservices.com'.
MEDIA: To schedule an interview, receive technical details or additional high resolution images, or to preview
the technology at the Dubai International Boat show, contact Mike Obrebski at 810-844-2426.
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Detecting yachting trouble before it happens
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